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ABSTRACT
Program slicing has been widely studied for imperative programs, but for logic
programs it is just starting. In this paper we address the problem of slicing concurrent logic programs. To solve this problem, we propose three types of primary
program dependences between arguments in concurrent logic programs, named
the sharing dependence, communication dependence and uni cation dependence.
We also present a new program representation named the argument dependence
net (ADN) for concurrent logic programs to explicitly represent three types of
primary program dependences in the programs. Based on the ADN, we formally
de ne various notions about slicing concurrent logic programs and show that
our slicing algorithm can produce static slices for concurrent logic programs at
argument level.

1. Introduction

Program slicing, originally introduced by Weiser [21], is a decomposition technique
which extracts from program elements related to a particular computation. A program
slice consists of those parts of a program that may directly of indirectly a ect the
values computed at some program point of interest, referred to as a slicing criterion.
Slices can be classi ed in two categories: a backward slice with respect to a set of
program elements E consists of all program elements that might a ect the values
of the variables at members of E , and a forward slice with respect to E consists
of all program elements that might be a ected by the computations performed at
members of E . Also, slices can be divided into: static slices that are computed
without making assumptions regarding a program's input, and dynamic slices whose
computations rely on a speci c test case. Moreover, it is necessary to understand two
di erent but related slicing problems: a slice is executable in the sense that the slice
of a program with respect to a program point p and variable v consist of a reduced
program that computes the same sequence of values for v at p, and a slice is not
necessarily executable in the sense that the slice of a program with respect to program
point p and variable v consists of all elements of the program that might a ect the
value of v at point p. Program slicing has been widely studied in the context of
imperative programming languages. In such languages, slicing is typically performed
by using program dependence graphs [4, 6, 9, 14]. Program slicing has showed great
usefulness for many software engineering activities such as program understanding,
debugging [10], testing [1], maintenance [7] and complexity measurement [2, 14]. For

more information, see Tip's nice survey on program slicing of imperative programs
[18].
However, although program slicing has been widely studied for imperative programs, research on slicing logic programs is just starting. To our knowledge, only
three articles deal with the problem of slicing logic programs, and no slicing algorithm for concurrent logic programs exists until now, which can produce slices at
argument level a .
Gyimothy and Paakki [8] proposed a speci c slicing algorithm for sequential logic
programs in order to reduce the number of queries of an algorithmic debugger. They
de ned a slice of a logic program as a subtree of the proof tree of the program, and
used the program dependence graph to compute slices. Their de nition of a slice is
too speci c to give a general view of the slice, and only used oriented data dependence
information to compute the slice. Schoenig and Ducasse [15] proposed a backward
slicing algorithm for Prolog which produces executable slices. For a target Prolog
program they de ned a slicing criterion which consists of a goal of P and a set of
argument positions Pa , and a slice S as a reduced and executable program derived
from P . The algorithm can only applicable to a limited subset of Prolog programs.
Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to use the existing slicing algorithms for
sequential logic programs to compute slices for concurrent logic programs. First,
these algorithms did not consider the problem of how to handle the guard parts of
clauses in concurrent logic programs. Second, the static analysis techniques they
adopted for dependence analysis of sequential logic programs [3, 5] cannot applied
to concurrent logic programs, where no assumptions can be made about the order of
execution of the goals or about the interleaving of their reduction.
In [22, 23] Zhao et al. de ned some static and dynamic slices of concurrent logic
programs and computed them based on a dependence-based representation called the
literal dependence net (LDN). Since the literal dependence net can only be used to
represent program dependences between literals and not between arguments in the
programs, the slicing algorithms based on it can not produce suciently precise slices
with abstracted arguments.
In this paper we address the problem of slicing concurrent logic programs. To solve
this problem, we propose three types of primary program dependences between arguments in concurrent logic programs, named the sharing dependence, communication
dependence, and uni cation dependence. We also present a new program representation named the argument dependence net (ADN) for concurrent logic programs to
explicitly represent the three types of primary program dependences in the programs.
Based on the ADN, we formally de ne various notions about slicing concurrent logic
programs and show that our slicing algorithm can produce static slices for concurrent
logic programs at argument level.
a By "argument level", we mean that can abstract away arguments inside literals in concurrent

logic programs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de nes some notions about
slicing concurrent logic programs. Section 3 brie y introduces the concurrent logic
programming language KL1 and de nes some basic notations and the parallel controlow net for concurrent logic programs. Section 4 de nes three types of primary
program dependences between arguments in concurrent logic programs and presents
the argument dependence net for concurrent logic programs. Section 5 shows how to
compute slices of concurrent logic programs based on the argument dependence net.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. Issues on Slicing Concurrent Logic Programs

Program slicing hse been widely studied in the context of imperative programs.
A major di erence between logic programs and imperative programs in this regard
is that logic programs are nondeterministic in general and lack of explicitly control
ow and data ow of the programs. Because of this behavior, to capture control ow
and data ow in logic programs is signi cantly complex. As a result, slicing for logic
programs is considerably more dicult than for imperative programs, and it cannot
use slicing algorithms for imperative programs to compute slices of logic programs.
To solve the problem of program slicing, two key issues must be considered, that
is: (1) how to de ne a slice of a program and (2) how to compute the slice correctly for
the program in term of the de nition. Although di erent motivations of slicing could
lead to di erent views to de ne a slice, to compute a slice of a program correctly, it
is necessary to make both control ow and data ow explicit in the program.
The problem of slicing concurrent logic programs in this paper is originally motivated by the development of a support environment for program analysis of concurrent
logic programs [22, 23]. The system consists of a group of software engineering tools
to support program understanding, debugging, testing, maintenance and complexity
measurement for concurrent logic programs. In program understanding of concurrent
logic programs, we usually want to know which literal might a ect a literal of interest,
and which literal might be a ected by the computation of a literal of interest in the
program. There are similar requirements during the maintenance of concurrent logic
programs when a literal of the programs has been modi ed. In debugging we are
interested in nding the literals of the program that are responsible for an incorrect
result of the program's execution. As a result, two kinds of information is basically
required in such a system:
1.
2.

Which literal in a clause of a concurrent logic program might be a ected
by a literal in another clause of the program ? and
Which literal in a clause of a concurrent logic program might a ect a literal
in another clause of the program ?

Since program slicing is a useful technique which can produce such information,

we would like to develop a slicer for concurrent logic programs and embed it into the
system to provide sucient information for the requirements.
Based on above considerations, in this paper, we focus our attention on whether
or not a slice is adequate to provide sucient information for various requirements
rather than it is executable.
In the following we de ne some notions of slices for concurrent logic programs. To
abstract away arguments inside literals, we rst de ne the notion of a reduced literal
of a concurrent logic program.
A reduced literal of a literal l in a concurrent logic program is a literal
l that is derived from l by replacing zero, or more arguments of l with anonymous
variables.

De nition 2.1
0

According to the above de nition, a literal has at least one reduced literal, the
literal itself. Having the de nition of a reduced literal, some notions of a static
backward and forward slice of a concurrent logic program can be described as follows:
 A static slicing criterion for a concurrent logic program P is a 2-tuple (l; a),
where l is a literal in P and a is an argument of l.
 A static backward slice SBSP (l; a) of a concurrent logic program P on a given
static slicing criterion (l; a) consists of all reduced literals in P that might a ect
the value of variables in argument a at l.
 A static forward slice SFSP (l; a) of a concurrent logic program P on a given
static slicing criterion (l; a) consists of all reduced literals in P that might be
a ected by the value of variables in argument a at l.
Notice that unlike Gyimothy and Paakki [8] who de ned a slice of a sequential
logic program as a piece of proof tree of the program, and Schoenig and Ducasse
[15] who de ned a slice of a Prolog program as an executable program, we de ned
a slice of a concurrent logic program as a set of literals of the program that is not
necessary executable. This is mainly because that their purpose to slicing sequential
logic programs is to aid bug location during debugging, which is only a part of our
purpose. A slice that is de ned as a set of literals of a concurrent logic program could
provide us sucient information to the problems of understanding, maintenance,
complexity measurement and even debugging of concurrent logic programs.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. KL1

We assume that readers are familiar with the basic concepts of logic programs, and
in this paper, we will use KL1 [19], a concurrent logic programming language based

on Guarded Horn Clauses (GHC), as our target language. This language illustrates
the basic mechanisms of concurrent logic programming.
A term is a variable, a constant, or a compound term f (t1; : : : ; tn ) where f is
an n-ary function symbol and the ti are terms, 1  i  n. An atom is of the
form p(t1; : : : ; tn ), where p is an n-ary predicate symbol and the ti are terms called
arguments, 1  i  n. A literal is either an atom or the negation of an atom. The
number of arguments of a literal is called its arity .
A guarded clause is a formula of the form: H :0 G1 ; G2; :::; GnjB1 ; B2; :::; Bm :
(m; n  0), where H; B1; B2 ; :::; Bm are literals, and G1; G2; :::; Gn are guard test
predicates. H is called the head of the clause, G1 ; G2; :::; Gn are called the guard of
the clause, and B1; B2; :::; Bm are called the body of the clause, respectively. \:0",
read if , denotes implication, and \j" is called the commit operator. If the guard is
empty the clause is written as: H :0 B1; B2 ; :::; Bm. and the commit operator is
omitted. If the body is empty and the guard is not empty, the clause is written as:
H :0 G1; G2; :::; Gn j true. And if both the guard and the body are empty the clause
is called a unit clause, and is written simply as: H . A clause whose body includes
exactly one goal is called an iterative clause. The clause with only negative literals
is referred to as a goal. A procedure is a set of clauses each of which has the same
predicate name and arity. A KL1 program is a nite set of guarded clauses.
Figure 1 shows a sample KL1 program called STACK which implements a stack
function. The stream of the rst argument of procedure stack receive the list of
the stack commands, and the stream of the second argument output the results.
The stack is maintained in the stream of the third argument. The possible input
commands are: push(D) pushes the value of D into the top of the stack; pop gets the
value from the top of the stack and outputs it; pop(N) gets N values from the top of
the stack and outputs them as a list with the length N; reverse(N) gets N values
from the top of the stack and outputs them as a reverse list with the length N.
3.2. Operational Semantics

Concurrent logic programming languages apply a new reading of logic programs,
i.e., the process reading [16]. According to this reading, each goal atom is viewed as
a process, the goal as a whole is viewed as a network of concurrent processes, whose
process interconnection pattern is speci ed by the logical variables shared between
goal atoms. Processes communicate by instantiating shared variables and synchronize
by waiting for some logical variable to be instantiated.
We introduce an operational semantics of a concurrent logic program informally
according to the reference [17]. The sketch of operational semantics uses two types
of processes, an And-process and an Or-process.
The goal statement is fed to a root-process, a special case of an Or-process. Given
a conjunction of goals, a root-process creates one And-process for each goal. When

C1: stack([push(D)|I],O,S):stack(I,O,[D|S]).
C2: stack([pop|I],O,S):O=[A|NO], pop(A,S,NS), stack(I,NO,NS).
C3: stack([pop(N)|I],O,S):O=[L|NO], pop(N,L,S,NS),stack(I,NO,NS).
C4: stack([reverse(N)|I],O,S):O=[L|NO], rev:rev(R,L), pop(N,R,S,NS),stack(I,NO,NS)
C5: stack([],O,_):O=[].
C6: pop(A,[X|S],NS) :A=answer(X),NS=S.
C7: pop(A,[],NS):A=empty, NS=[].
C8: pop(N,L,S,OS) :N>0 | L=[X|NL], pop(X,S,NS), NN=N-1, pop(NN,NL,NS,OS)
C9: pop(0,L,S,OS) :L=[], OS=S.

Figure 1: A sample KL1 program.
all these And-processes succeed, the root-process succeeds. When one of these fails,
it fails.
Given a goal g with the predicate name p, an And-process creates one Or-process
for each clause de ning the predicate p and passes the goal to each process. When at
least one of these Or-processes succeeds, the And-process commits itself to the clause
sent to that Or-process, and aborts all the other Or-processes. Then it creates an
And-process for each goal in the body part of the clause and replaces itself by these
And-processes. It fails when all these Or-processes fail.
Given a goal and a clause, an Or-process uni es the goal with the head of the
clause and solves the guard part of the clause by creating an And-process for each
goal in the guard. When all these And-processes succeed, it succeeds. If one of these
fails, it fails.
3.3. Parallel Control-Flow Nets

In order to make both control ow and data ow explicit in concurrent logic programs, we present two graph-theoretical representations named the parallel controlow net and augmented parallel control- ow net to explicitly represent control ows
and argument information in concurrent logic programs. The de nition of the parallel control- ow nets follows the operational semantics of a concurrent logic program
introduced above.

To represent a concurrent logic program using an arc-classi ed digraph, we distinguish each argument, literal, and clause of the program. We assume that the clauses
of a concurrent logic program are denoted by C1; C2; : : : ; Cn. The literals (including
the guard test predicate) of a clause are numbered from left to right, such that the
head is numbered by 0, the guard test predicate or the rst body literal (if the guard
is empty) is numbered by 1, and so on. The arguments of a literal are numbered from
left to right by 1, 2, .... If Ci is a clause of a concurrent logic program P , the position
of the kth argument of the j th literal is uniquely de ned in P by the tuple (Ci ; j; p; k)
such that p is the predicate name of the j th literal of Ci . Such a tuple is called an
argument position. The de nition of argument positions is taken from [3].
digraph is an ordered pair (V; A), where V is a nite set of elements called vertices, and A is a nite set of elements of the Cartesian product V 2 V ,
called arcs, i.e., A  V 2 V is a binary relation on V . For any arc (v1 ; v2 ) 2 A, v1
is called the initial vertex of the arc and said to be adjacent to v2 , and v2 is called
terminal vertex of the arc and said to be adjacent from v1. A predecessor of a vertex
v is a vertex adjacent to v , and a successor of v is a vertex adjacent from v. The
in-degree of vertex v , denoted by in-degree(v), is the number of predecessors of v , and
the out-degree of a vertex v , denoted by out-degree(v), is the number of successors of
v. A simple digraph is a digraph(V; A) such that no (v; v) 2 A for any v 2 V .
De nition 3.1

A

An arc-classi ed digraph is an n-tuple(V; A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An 1 ) such that
every (V; Ai)(i = 1; : : : ; n 0 1) is a digraph and Ai \ Aj =  for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n 0 1
and j = 1; 2; : : : ; n 0 1, and i =
6 j . A simple arc-classi ed digraph is an arc-classi ed
digraph (V; A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; An 1 ) such that no (v; v ) 2 Ai (i = 1; : : : ; n 0 1) for any v 2 V .

De nition 3.2

0

0

A path in a digraph (V; A) or an arc-classi ed digraph (V; A1 ; A2 ; : : : ;
An 1) is a sequence of arcs (a1; a2 ; : : : ; al ) such that the terminal vertex of ai is the
initial vertex of ai+1 for 1  i  l 0 1, where ai 2 A(1  i  l) or ai 2 A1 [ A2 [ : : : [
An 1(1  i  l), and l(l  1) is called the length of the path. If the initial vertex of
a1 is vI and the terminal vertex of al is vT , then the path is called a path from vI to
vT .

De nition 3.3
0

0

A parallel control- ow net (PCFN) of a concurrent logic program is
an 8-tuple (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s; T ), where (V; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ) is a simple arcclassi ed digraph such that V = fv j v represents a literal of the programg, Vand  V
is a set of vertices, called AND-parallel execution vertices, Vor  V (Vor \ Vand = )
is a set of vertices, called OR-parallel execution vertices, Ac  V 2 V; Aand  Vand 2
V; Aor  Vor 2 V , s 2 V is a unique vertex, called start vertex, such that in-degree(s)
= 0, T  V is a set of vertices, called termination vertices, such that for any t 2 T
out-degree(t) = 0 and t =
6 s, and for any v 2 V (v =
6 s; v 2 T ), 9t 2 T such that
there exists at least one path from s to v and at least one path from v to t. Any

De nition 3.4

a. Unit clause
p.

b. Iterative clause
p :- g | q.

p :- g | p.

c. General clause

d. Goal clause

p :- g|q1,q2,...,qm.

?- q1,q2,...,qm.

start vertex

p

p

p

g

g

p

s
g
q1
q1

terminate vertex

q2

qm

q2

qm

p

q

e. Procedure P
V1:
V2:
Vm:

p

p:- g1|q11,q12,...,q1m.
p:- g2|q21,q22,...,q2m.
...
p:- gm|qm1,qm2,...,qmk.

p

p

p

AND- parallel execution arc
OR-parallel execution arc
g1

gm

g2

sequential control arc
q11

q12

q1m

q21

q22

q2m

qm1

qm2

qmk

Figure 2: Transformation rules.
arc (v 1; v 2) 2 Ac is called a sequential control arc, any arc (v 1; v 2) 2 Aand is called
an AND-parallel execution arc, and any arc (v 1; v 2) 2 Aor is called an OR-parallel
execution arc.

A PCFN can be used to represent multiple control ows in a concurrent logic
program written in a concurrent logic programming language such as KL1, FCP,
FGHC, and Flat Parlog.
In order to represent a concurrent logic program by a PCFN, we use vertices in the
PCFN to represent the head literals, the body literals, and the guards where ANDparallel execution vertices represent the head literals (if the guards are empty) or
guards of the clauses, and OR-parallel execution vertices represent the body literals,
and use arcs to represent multiple control ows between literals.
Figure 2 shows some informal transformation rules for constructing the PCFN
of a concurrent logic program. Having these transformation rules, we can transform
a concurrent logic program into its PCFN as follows. First, we generate the sub-

s

sequential control arc
stack

AND-parallel execution arc

OR-parallel execution arc

{L,R,[]}

:-

stack

{push(D)|I],O,S}

stack

{[pop|I],O,S}

stack

{[pop(N)|I],O,S}

stack

{[reverse(N)|I],O,S}

stack

{[],O,_}

:-

pop {A,[X|S],N}

:-

pop {A,[],NS}

pop

{N,L,S,OS}

pop

{O,L,S,OS}

:-

:-

:-

:-

stack

=

{O,[A|NO]}

=

:-

:-

=

{A,answer(X)}

{A,empty}

>

{N,0}

{L,[]}

{A,S,NS}

pop

{O,[L|NO]}

=

{O,[]}

=

pop

{O,[L|NO]}

=

=

{I,O,[D|S]}

=

=

=

{N,L,S,NS}

rev:rev

{R,L}

{I,NO,NS}

stack

pop

{I,NO,NS}

{N,R,S,NS}

stack {I,NO,NS}

{NS,S}

{NS,[]}

{L,[X|NL]}

=

stack

pop

{X,S,NS}

=

{NN,N-1}

pop

{NN,NL,NS,OS}

{OS,S}

Figure 3: The APCFN of the program in Figure 1.
PCFNs for the goal and each clause in the program, then generate the sub-PCFNs
for each procedure. Finally, we combine these subnets to form the complete PCFN
by connecting all subnets of procedures using OR-parallel execution arcs.
In order to formally de ne program dependences between arguments in clauses of a
concurrent logic program, we need an explicit representation of argument information
of the program. We de ne the argumented parallel control- ow net to represent
argument information.
An augmented parallel control- ow net (APCFN) of a concurrent
logic program is a 3-tuple (NP CFN ; 6A ; A), where NP CFN = (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s;
T ) is a PCFN of the program, 6A is a nite set of argument positions, A : V !
P (6A) is a partial function from V to the power set of 6A such that for any v 2 V ,

De nition 3.5

A(v) is a set of all argument positions of v .

Note that an APCFN of a concurrent logic program can be regarded as a PCFN
with argument information of all literals in the program. Therefore the APCFN can
be used to represent not only control ows but also the argument information in the
program. Figure 3 shows the APCFN of the program in Figure 1 which corresponds
to a goal stack(L,R,[]).
4. Primary Program Dependences and Argument Dependence Net

In this section we formally de ne three types of primary program dependences between arguments in concurrent logic programs based on the APCFN and also de ne a
dependence-based representation for concurrent logic programs to explicitly represent
the three types of primary program dependences in the programs.
4.1. Mode Analysis of Concurrent Logic Programs

In order to explicitly represent data ows in a concurrent logic program, we should
capture information concerning reading and writing of variables in the program. Such
information are called mode information. Mode information of a literal in a concurrent logic program is an assertion about which of its arguments are input arguments,
and which are output arguments, in any call to that literal arising from that program.
Intuitively, an input or output argument mode indicates whether a data value is required as input or will be produced as output. The process to infer mode information
of a program is called mode analysis. Mode information has many applications in the
generation of ecient code for logic programs. For concurrent logic programs, mode
information can be used to optimize code generated for argument matching to avoid
suspensions, and also used to partition a concurrent logic program into threads of
higher granularity for more ecient execution [11, 12]. In this paper, we use mode information to de ne primary program dependences between arguments in a concurrent
logic program. Algorithms for analyzing mode information of sequential logic programs have been proposed in [3, 5]. For concurrent logic programs, Ueda and Morita
[20] proposed a mode analysis algorithm based on the representation of procedure
paths and their relationships as rooted graphs (\rational trees"). Their algorithm
gives modes to any path of all predicates in a concurrent logic program. Krishna Rao
et al. [13] proposed another mode analysis algorithm. Their algorithm gives modes to
any argument positions of clauses in a concurrent logic program. Since in this paper
the de nition of program dependences between arguments in a concurrent logic program needs only mode information of argument positions of clauses in the program,
we adopt the mode analysis algorithm proposed by Krishna Rao et al. [13] for our
purpose. Due to the limitation of spaces we will not introduce the algorithm here.
The details of the algorithm of how to analyze the mode information of argument

positions can be found in [13].
In the following we assume that the mode information of each argument position
in a concurrent logic program has been inferred by the algorithm proposed by Krishna
Rao et al., and has the type,in or out [13]. We use M( ) to represent the mode of an
argument and 0( ) to represent the set of all variables which appear in an argument
of the program.
4.2. Primary Program Dependences

In a concurrent logic program, data can be transferred in two ways: either within
a clause between two arguments sharing a common variable, or from one clause to another via uni cation. If we know the mode information of arguments of the program,
we can further determine the direction that data is transferred. To represent such information in a concurrent logic program, we introduce two types of primary program
dependences named sharing dependence which re ects data ows in a single clause
due to sharing variables, and communication dependence which re ects data ows in
a single clause due to interprocess communications. Moreover, according to the direction which data is transferred and the mode information of the arguments in a clause,
we can further divide the sharing dependences into two categories: backward-sharing
dependences which re ect the data- ow in a single clause from an argument of a head
literal to an argument of a guard test predicate, or a body literal, and forward-sharing
dependences which re ect the data- ow in a single clause from an argument of a guard
test predicate or a body literal to an argument of a head literal. We give the formal
de nitions of these primary program dependences based on the augmented parallel
control- ow net and mode information of a concurrent logic program.
Let NAPCFN = (NPCFN ; 6A ; A) be the APCFN of a concurrent logic
program P , where NP CFN = (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s; T ) is the PCFN of P . Let
u; v 2 V be two vertices of NAPCF N such that u represents a body literal or a guard
test predicate and v represents a head literal of a clause C of P , and 2 A(u) and
2 A(v ) be two argument positions such that = (C; j; u; k ) and
= (C; 0; v; k ).
is backward sharing-dependent on
i all of the following conditions hold:

De nition 4.1

0

0

0

0

1.
2.

0( ) \ 0( ) 6= , i.e., there is at least a variable shared by
M( ) = M( ) = in, and
0

and

0

,

0

3. there exists a path from

v to u in NAP CF N .

For example, in clause C 4 of the program in Figure 1, the argument denoted
by the input position (C 4; 3; pop; 2) is backward sharing-dependent on the argument denoted by the input position (C 4; 0; stack; 2) since there is a shared variable S between these two arguments and also exists a path from the head literal
stack(reverse(N)|I],O,S) to the fourth literal pop(N,R,S,NS) of clause C 4 in the

corresponding APCFN. Backward-sharing dependences are shown in Figure 4 with
thin solid arcs.
Let NAPCFN = (NPCFN ; 6A ; A) be the APCFN of a concurrent logic
program P , where NP CFN = (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s; T ) is the PCFN of P . Let
u; v 2 V be two vertices of NAP CFN such that u represents a head literal and v represents a body literal or a guard test predicate, and
2 A(u) and
2 A(v ) be
two argument positions such that = (C; 0; u; k ) and
= (C; j; v; k ). is forward
sharing-dependent on i all of the following conditions hold:

De nition 4.2

0

0

0

0

1.
2.

0( ) \ 0( ) 6= , i.e., there is at least a variable shared by
M( ) = M( ) = out, and
0

and

0

,

0

3. there exists a path from

v to u in NAP CF N .

For example, in clause C 8 of the program in Figure 1, the argument denoted by the
output position (C 8; 0; pop; 4) is forward sharing-dependent on the argument denoted
by the output position (C 8; 5; pop; 4) since there is a shared variable OS between
these two arguments and also exists a path from the head literal pop(N,L,S,OS)
to the fth literal pop(NN,NL,NS,OS) of clause C 8 in the corresponding APCFN.
Forward-sharing dependences are shown in Figure 4 with the same thin solid arcs as
backward-sharing dependences.
Based on De nitions 4.1 and 4.2, a sharing dependence between two arguments
in a clause can be de ned as a backward-sharing dependence or a forward-sharing
dependence.
Notice that our de nition of a sharing dependence in a single clause requires that,
in addition to a shared variable between two arguments in the clause, a path from one
argument to another in the corresponding APCFN must exist also. As a result, our
de nition excludes the case that two arguments, which belong to two body literals,
share a common variable. This case will be handled in the following, and referred
to a new type of primary program dependences, the communication dependences.
The communication dependences also re ect the data ow in a single clause, and
more importantly, re ect the fact of interprocess communications between two body
literals.
Let NAPCFN = (NPCFN ; 6A ; A) be the APCFN of a concurrent logic
program P , where NP CFN = (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s; T ) is the PCFN of P . Let
u; v 2 V be two vertices of NAP CFN that represent two body literals of a clause C of
P , and 2 A(u) and 2 A(v) be two argument positions such that = (C; j; u; k)
and
= (C; j ; v; k ). is communication-dependent on i all of the following
conditions hold:

De nition 4.3

0

0

1.

0

0

0

0( ) \ 0( ) 6= , i.e., there is at least a variable shared by
0

and

0

,

2.

M( ) = in and M( ) = out,
0

u and v in NAPCFN , and
2 A(w ) where w 2 V , there exists no sharing dependence between

3. there exists no path between
4. for any
and , and also between
00

00

00

and

0

.

Intuitively, a communication dependence exists between two arguments which
belong to two body literals in a clause that share a common variable such that the
variable does not appear in the head literal of the clause.
For example, in clause C 8 of the program in Figure 1, the argument denoted
by the input position (C 8; 3; pop; 2) is communication-dependent on the argument
denoted by the output position (C 8; 5; pop; 2) since there is a shared variable NS
between these two arguments which belong to two body literals pop(X,S,NS) and
pop(NN,NL,NS,OS) and NS does not appear in the head literal pop(N,L,S,OS) of C 8.
Communication dependences are shown in Figure 4 with thick dashed arcs.
Data as we motioned above, can be transferred not only in a single clause but also
between di erent clauses via uni cations in a concurrent logic programs. The third
type of primary program dependences named uni cation dependences are therefore
introduced to capture such information and re ect the data ow between arguments
in di erent clauses in a concurrent logic program. Similar to sharing dependences,
according to the direction which data is transferred and the mode information of
the arguments between two clauses, we also divide the uni cation dependences into
two categories: one which is called backward-uni cation dependences to re ect the
data- ow from an input argument position of a head literal of a clause to an input
argument position of a body literal of another clause, and the other which is called
forward-uni cation dependences to re ect the data- ow from an output argument
position of a body literal of a clause to an output argument position of a head literal
of another clause.
De nition 4.4 Let NAPCFN = (NPCFN ; 6A ; A) be the APCFN of a concurrent logic
program P , where NP CFN = (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s; T ) is the PCFN of P . Let

u; v 2 V be two vertices of NAPCFN such that u represents a head literal of a clause C
of P and v represents a body literal of a clause C of P , and 2 A(u) and 2 A(v )
be two argument positions such that
= (C; 0; p; k) and = (C ; j ; p; k ). is
backward uni cation-dependent on i all of the following conditions hold:
0

0

0

0

0

0

(u; v) 2 Aor is an OR-parallel execution arc, and
2. M( ) = M( ) = in.
For example, in the program in Figure 1, the argument denoted by the input position (C 8; 0; pop; 3) of clause C 8 is uni cation-dependent on the argument denoted by
the input position (C 4; 3; pop; 3) of clause C 4 since there exists a possible uni cation
of the fourth literal pop(N,R,S,NS) of C 4 and the head literal pop(N,L,S,OS) of C 8.
backward-uni cation dependences are shown in Figure 4 with thin dashed arcs.
1.

0

Let NAPCFN = (NPCFN ; 6A ; A) be the APCFN of a concurrent logic
program P , where NP CFN = (V; Vand ; Vor ; Ac ; Aand ; Aor ; s; T ) is the PCFN of P . Let
u; v 2 V be two vertices of NAP CF N such that u represents a body literal of a clause C
of P and v represents a head literal of a clause C of P , and 2 A(u) and 2 A(v )
be two argument positions such that = (C; j; p; k ) and = (C ; 0; p; k ). is forward
uni cation-dependent on i all of the following conditions hold:

De nition 4.5

0

0

0

0

0

1.
2.

(u; v) 2 Aor is an OR-parallel execution arc, and
M( ) = M( ) = out:
0

For example, in the program in Figure 1, the argument denoted by the output position (C 4; 3; pop; 2) of the clause C 4 is uni cation-dependent on the argument denoted
by the output position (C 8; 0; pop; 2) of clause C 8 since there exists a possible uni cation of the fourth literal pop(N,R,S,NS) of C 4 and the head literal pop(N,L,S,OS)
of C 8. Forward-uni cation dependences are shown in Figure 4 with the same thin
dashed arcs as backward-uni cation dependences.
Based on De nitions 4.4 and 4.5, a uni cation dependence between two arguments
in two di erent clauses can be de ned as a backward-uni cation dependence or a
forward-uni cation dependence.
4.3. The Argument Dependence Net

As showed in [18], a dependence-based representation such as the program depen(PDG) [6] for imperative programs, is well suited for computing slices of
the programs since the representation provides a powerful framework for dependence
analysis of the programs. In order to slice concurrent logic programs, we would like to
use a similar representation to represent primary program dependences in a concurrent logic program explicitly. This motivates us to de ne the argument dependence
net which is an arc-classi ed digraph to represent all primary program dependences
in a concurrent logic program. Roughly speaking, the argument dependence net can
be regarded as an extension of the PDG to the case of concurrent logic programs. The
net has one vertex for each argument position in the program, and there is an arc in
the argument dependence net for one of each type of primary program dependences
between arguments.
dence graph

The Argument Dependence Net (ADN) of a concurrent logic program
is an arc-classi ed digraph (VA ; Sha; Com; Uni), where:

De nition 4.6

P





VA is the set of all arguments positions of P ;
Sha is the set of sharing dependence arcs such that any ( ; ) 2 Sha i
0

backward or forward sharing-dependent on

0

;

is

Com is the set of communication dependence arcs such that any ( ; ) 2 Com
0

i

is communication-dependent on

0

;

sharing dependence arc communication dependence arc

unification dependence arc

(stack,[reserve(N)|I],O,S) :- (=,O,[L|NO]) (rev:rev,R,L) (pop,N,R,S,NS) (stack,I,NO,NS)

(stack,[],O,_) :- (=,O,[])

(pop,0,L,S,OS) :- (=,L,[]) (=,OS,S)

(pop,N,L,S,OS) :- (>,N,0) (=,L,[X|NL]) (pop,X,S,NS)(:=,NN,N-1) (pop,NN,NL,NS,OS)

(pop,A,[],NS) :- (=,A,empty), (=,NS,[])

(pop,A,[X|S],NS) :- (=,A,answer(X)) (=,NS,S)

Figure 4: The partial ADN of the program in Figure 1.


Uni is the set of uni

cation dependence arcs such that any
is backward or forward uni cation-dependent on .

( ; ) 2 Uni i
0

0

Figure 4 shows the ADN of the program in Figure 1. Because of the limitation
of spaces, we only show a partial ADN of the program which is related to the fourth
clause C 4 of the program. The other parts of the ADN of the program can be drawn
easily and are omitted in the gure.
5. Computing Slices of Concurrent Logic Programs

The notions of static slices introduced in Section 2, give only some general views
of slicing of concurrent logic programs, and do not show how to compute them. In
this section, we re ne those notions based on the ADN of concurrent logic programs.
Let P be a concurrent logic program and NADN = (VA ; Sha; Com; Uni)
be the ADN of P . A static slicing criterion for NADN is an argument position 2 VA .

De nition 5.1

sharing dependence arc

communication dependence arc

Unification dependence arc

(stack,[reserve(N)|I],O,S) :- (=,O,[L|NO]) (rev:rev,R,L) (pop,N,R,S,NS) (stack,I,NO,NS)

(stack,[],O,_) :- (=,O,[])

slicing criterion
(C4, 0, stack, 3)

(pop,0,L,S,OS) :- (=,L,[]) (=,OS,S)

(pop,N,L,S,OS) :- (>,N,0) (=,L,[X|NL]) (pop,X,S,NS)(:=,NN,N-1) (pop,NN,NL,NS,OS)

(pop,A,[],NS) :- (=,A,empty), (=,NS,[])

(pop,A,[X|S],NS) :- (=,A,answer(X)) (=,NS,S)

Figure 5: The partial ADN of the program in Figure 1 along with a slice over ADN.
Let P be a concurrent logic program and NADN = (VA ; Sha; Com; Uni)
be the ADN of P . The static backward slice SBSN ( ) of NADN on a given static slicing criterion
is a subset of vertices of VA , SBSN ( )  VA , such that for any
2 VA ; 2 SSN ( ) if and only if there exists a path from
to in the ADN.

De nition 5.2
0

0

0

Let P be a concurrent logic program and NADN = (VA ; Sha; Com; Uni)
be the ADN of P . The static forward-slice SFSN ( ) of NADN on a given static
forward-slicing criterion is a subset of vertices of VA , SFSN ( )  VA , such that
for any
2 VA ; 2 SFSN ( ) if and only if there exists a path from to
in the
ADN.

De nition 5.3
0

0

0

Notice that in term of De nitions 5.2 and 5.3, a static backward or forward slice
over the ADN of a concurrent logic program, is a set of vertices of the ADN. However,
since our aim is to obtain a slice of a program, we should map a vertex in the ADN
to a reduced literal of the program. Since a vertex in the ADN which represents an
argument position of the program has already contained the predicate name of the
literal, we can get such mapping quite easily.

C1: stack([push(D)|I],O,S):stack(I,O,[D|S]).
C2: stack([pop|I],O,S) :O=[A|NO], pop(A,S,NS), stack(I,NO,NS).
C3: stack([pop(N)|I],O,S):O=[L|NO], pop(N,L,S,NS),stack(I,NO,NS).
C4: stack(_ ,_,S) :O=[L|NO],rev:rev(R,_), pop(_,R,S,NS),stack(_,_,NS)
C5: stack(_,_,_):O=[].
C6: pop(_,[X|S],_) :A=answer(X),NS=S.

slicing criterion
(stack ([reverse(N) | I ], O, S), S)

C7: pop(_,[],_):A=empty, NS=[].
C8: pop(_,L,S,_) :N>0 | L=[X|NL],pop(X,S,NS), NN=N-1, pop(_,NL,NS,_).
C9: pop(_,_,S,OS) :L=[], OS=S.

Figure 6: A static backward slice of the program in Figure 1.
Let P be a concurrent logic program and NADN = (VA ; Sha; Com; Uni)
be the ADN of P . Let SN be a static backward or forward slice over the NADN , and 6L
be a set of reduced literals of P , : SN ! 6L is a function from SN to 6L such that
for any argument position 2 SN , ( ) 2 6L is a reduced literal of P corresponding
to i
( ) contains .

De nition 5.4

Having the mapping function de ned above, a static backward or forward slice
of a concurrent logic program, which is a set of reduced literals, can be obtained by
the mapping function.
Figure 5 shows the partial ADN of the program STACK in Figure 1 and a static
backward slice over the ADN. The slice is represented in shaded vertices in the net
and is computed with respect to the slicing criterion = (C 4; 0; stack; 3). Figure 6
shows the program STACK in Figure 1 and a static backward slice of the program with
the slicing criterion (stack([reverse[(N )jI ]; O; S ); S ) corresponding to the head literal
stack([reverse(N)|I],O,S) of clause C 4 of the program in Figure 1. The slice is
represented in shaded reduced literals and obtained from the corresponding slice over
the ADN in Figure 5 according to the mapping function de ned in De nition 5.4.

6. Conclusions

We have discussed the problem of slicing concurrent logic programs. To solve
this problem, we proposed three types of primary program dependences between arguments in concurrent logic programs and also presented the argument dependence
net(ADN) for concurrent logic programs to explicitly represent these primary program dependences in the programs. Based on the ADN, our slicing algorithm can
produce static slices for concurrent logic programs at argument level. Although here
we presented the approach in term of KL1, a simple concurrent logic language, other
versions for this approach for other concurrent logic programming languages are easily
adaptable because they share their basic execution mechanisms with KL1.
Program slicing has been widely studied for imperative programs during the last
decade, however, for logic programs it is just starting. There are still many problems
that should be solved in the area of slicing logic programs. First, since all existing
de nitions for slices of logic programs can be regarded as some extensions of imperative programs, the problems arose are: "What really is a slice of logic programs
?" and "Are there some intrinsic di erences between a slice of imperative programs
and logic programs ?" Second, since dynamic slicing usually produces more precise
slices than static slicing because it considers only a particular execution of a program, "how to slice logic programs dynamically ?" should be investigated. Third,
current application areas for slicing of logic programs are completely the same as
those for imperative programs, but "could we exploit some novel application areas
of slicing that are specially useful in development of logic programs? " Finally, the
static slices de ned in this paper are not necessary executable, so "how to compute
an executable slice for concurrent logic programs ?" Moreover, to build a theoretical
basis for dependence analysis of concurrent logic programs, it is necessary to give a
formal semantics of sharing, communication and uni cation dependences as well as
the argument dependence net for concurrent logic programs.
To demonstrate the usefulness of our slicing approach, we have developed a slicer
for KL1 programs and embedded it into a support environment for program analysis
of concurrent logic programs that is being developed [23] to aid bug location, code
understanding, maintenance and complexity measurement. The next step for us is to
perform some experiments to evaluate the usefulness of slicing in practical development of concurrent logic programs.
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